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David Id. Disnham
Due to changes In ccmjutor region assigmnents for 1976, observers In the.
Middle East, the Vest Indies, and Mexico wilt now have to join the International Occu1tation Timing Association in order to continue receiving
our USNO-fomat grazing occu1tation
predictions.
IOTA Secretary Berton Stevens, Jr.,
has recently converted my partial qccultation prediction program to run on
his small IBM ctmputer. Re Is rKM Mstributing detailed predictions for
partial occultations, nm in a form
similar to the predfctions for grazes
of stars, of major and minor planets
to 1uta ~bers, and win henceforth
supply the to for $1.50
per event, like grazes of stars. During the ,
we'have had trouble
with predfctions for these events,
since the only workfng progr» was at
the University of Texas at Austin. But
now we should be able to ccmpute the
predictions further in advance, as we
are doing for grazes of stars.
Stevens also has a ccGpiiter program
for computing the local circwstances
for solar eclipses and will be supplying these to IOTA members.
jan Hers informs me that he does not
have to pay for graze precffction malling expenses, as erroneously stated fn
the last issue, p. 37 (i.e., the
statctMent in the 4th issue was correct. after al7).
The National Amateur Astronomers will
be hosting a national convention In
Bou?der, Colorado, 1977 August 10-13,
and has Invited IOTA to meet concurrently. 1de accepted the fnvftatfon.
The moon wIll be a wanfng crescent at
the time, and predictions for some
grazes In Colorado and Hyomfng during
the meeting have been computed.
Gary R1ngler (address: 2634 E. ]26;
Cleveland, Ohio 44120) has obtained
about 30 p-a phoWm1tlp7fer tubeb
wIth fu7? vIsual r8nge, 900 to 1100
volts. Ab long as thoy 706t, he id11
send thee to anyone who sends hfm poymnt for 6hqpplnf (wight)°:' p°"d'
In 0 box ebout 1 cm 1Qn?1 "om Cleveland.a Kr.
n on these
plans
for
merRlngler
bupply f6to wor
use w!th
tubes.

F.

1975

DaBo11, 6 N 106 Hh1te Oak Lane, St. Charles. IL 60174, U.S.A.

OCCULTATION OF e GEMINORUM by MARS

u.t. The edge of the shadow at jh 00m
U,T. is shown by a cIrcle, and dashed
lines show the northern and southern
limits. Eastern North America will be
favored with night skies, since the
sunset terminator wnj be at about
T00° Id. Toggltude when the occultation
occurs. accordi ng to data published by
Gordon Taylor on I.A.U. Circular No.
2782. The northern limit, uncertain by
at least ]00 km. is predicted to pass
near Dub3in, Ire?and; Cardiff," U.K. ;
and Le Havre and paris (altitude only
5° above northwestern

David hi. Dunham
This 3.2-magnitude star w:ll7 be qccu?ted by i.2-mg. Mrs durfng U.T.
1976 April 8, for North America and
parts of Europe and South Amerfca. The
figure below, reproduced frotn h1kalender 1976 by permissfon of the author, Jean K'eeus, shows the path of
the center of the shadow of Nars across the earth, with its location Indicated at one-minute
interval s of
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FROM THE PUBLISHER
Regretfully, It is necessary to raise
the bosic price of 1ndlvldua1 subscriptfons to Occultatlon l'kms1etter.
As promised. the oTT(508 per issue)
price will, be malnUfned for issues
through Vol. I, Ho. g. Later issues
wIll be priced at $].00 each, until
further notice. If someone were to order 8 one-year subscription (four Issues) surtMg wfth Vd). f. No. 7, the
basic price would be flgurad as 3 H
$0.50 ' 1 0 $1.00 - $2.50.
The bask price Includes first class
wrface moS} dejtvery, wIth air mall
avalkbie at the difference In cost to
us (we Are assuming that th8 difrorenag between surface and air ratos
w1]? remain unchanged): 12t/yoor In
U.S., Canada, and Mexico; 96¢/yoar In
the romafnder or the Amer'lcu; and
$1.36/year to all other countrfu,
P10&66 not0 that the foregcMC &PP11OS
only to separat0, fnd¶vidue1 sUbscrlptions to tho newslottor. IOTA memberships, including a subscription to the
rmUetter, ramaln priced at $7.00 for

residents of the U.S., Canada, and
l'lexico, and $9.00 for others.
Back issues of Occultation Newsletter
are still avai1ab\e at 50¢ each.
Please address all membership. subscription. and back issue requests to
Berton L. Stevens, Jr., 4032 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, IL 60613, U.S.A.,
but make checks and money orders payable to IOTA. or to International Occultation Timing Association, or to
0ccu)tatton Nwsletter.
ERRATUM
In Vol. I, No. 5, p. 42, cohann 3,
lino 43, for -2", read -2". The sentonce should reU: "Due to this exur16Rce, i have decided to add another
s0rvSce to the star pDsitlbn gh'lft
roquost guldelfnes detailed In O.G.O.Viii: If tho star's posItion source is
Le. or g.c., If Its aciimion is
north M -2", and If &t toast 7 stations &re planned for the grate, I
wIll compute both the AGK3 ond Yale
shifts tor th8 star upon request of
tho wped1t1on leader."
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NEW DOUBLE STARS
David Id. Dunham

The table lists additions and corrections to the special double star list
of 1974 May 9 not listed in previous
issues. Not included are ]03 new compcments discovered vIsually by Paul
Couteau at Nice, France, except in two
cases, where the star was also listed
in the special double star list. However, a listing of these is being supplied to the grazing occuitation c%
putors and the new codes are included
in U.S.N.O. version 758. They will also be included in the planned comprehensive Zodiacal double star list.
Bryan Siebuhr, Titusvi11e, Florida,
keypunched Couteau's data for our use.
Unfortunately, most observers planning
to time the August 15th occujtation of
SAD ]84141 were clouded out. Hcwever,
Klchae1 Reynolds was able to observe
the disappearance using the 36-inch
reflector at the Fernbank Science Center in Atlanta, Georgia, where he was
attending the Astronomical League convention. He noted that the star took
0?4 to disappear. SInce the event was
nearly grazing, wfth the predicted total occultation only 10 minutes, a

careful analysis wilt be needed to see
what additional information this adds
to knowledge of the position of the
secondary, discovered during the May
25th eclipse. Clouds prevented an observation of the reappearance. Mr.
Reynolds hopes to use the same telescope to record the 1976 Feb. 22 occultation of the multiple star B ScotpSi (see Van Flandern and Espenschied,
p. 54).
Six of the stars listed here are from
j. A. Pearce and G. Hill, "A Spectroscopic Investigatfon of the P}eiades",
Publ. Dom. Astro hys. Obs. Victoria

14, 319. Under the method Ik) column,

5"= spectroscopic analysis, and under
the new double star code (N) column,
J = one-line spectroscopic binary.
Other codes used have been described
in previous issues.
Volunteers to keypunch data are still
needed, for the probable occu1taticjn
doubles listed
Union
Observator
Circular
No. 95 in(see
p. 21,
4ssue $3)
and tor some short Ifsts needed for
the photoelectrfc occultation Index
(see p. 45 of the last issue). Richard
No1thenius provided and keypunched the
data relating to Arizona mentioned in
the last issue.

Ten of the entries in the list were
found by scanning all of the reports
of occultations timed by astronomers frw Cracow Observatory, Poland,
published in Acta Astronomica. There
were almost twenty other cases of
"probably double", al} of which involved known doubles, most7y visual
ones. The non-spectroscopic companion
of Z.C. 709 (t Tauri) was noted by
Banachiewlcz during an 0ccultatlon on
1947 Sept. 7, as well as by Piotrowski
in )937. K. KordyTewski noted the nonspectroscopic companion of Z.C. 852
(125 Tauri) on 1953 November 29, which
was "rediscovered" during a grazing
occultatlon in California in 1966 August. Another graze observed in 1972
provided the best data about the star
(see p. 36, issue #4). Unfortunately,
position angles were seldom published
in Acta Astronomica, so central occultations usually were assumed. Durations were published only during the
last decade. If you have access to a
large astronomical Tibrary and have
some spare time, you might be able to
find useful data in other publicathins, perhaps using the occultation
(Sternbedeckung) sections of Astronomische jahresbericht as a guide.

NE1d ZODIACAL SPECIAL DOUBLE STARS, 1975 SEPTEMBER 30
SAD

ZC

M N m MAG2

75886 0486
76050
76073 0529
76137 0538
76164 0543
76)75
76215 0556
76343 0584
76¢99
76721 0709
77606
78710 1035
79913 1236
93436 0497
95945
%028
97221 1175
97468 ]203
109195 0051
1183541546
163563
164640 3189
]83445
183952
184728
)85660 2547
]87071 2704

V T 5.4 7.9
S J 7.3 >9.3
S J 6.3 >8.3
S V 6.4 6.4
T K 7.3 7.3
S K 8.7>10.7
S K 5.7 >7.7
S J 6.2 >8.2
V C 7.3 10.5
T L 4.9 6.4
V Y 9.1 10.4
T X 7.6 7.6
T X 8.5 8.5
T K 7.2 7.2
T X10.0]0.0
TX9.9 9.9
T X 5.8 5.8
T X 7.9 7.9
T K 8.0 8.0
T K 8.0 8.0
P V 9.6 10.2
T X 7.8 7.8
VAB.7 9.0
GX8.6 9.8
T X 9.5 10.3
G X 5.1 6.9
T K 6.5 6.5

SEP

PA MAG3 SEP3 PA3 DATE, DISCOVERER, NOTES

o:is 38° 8.4 0?66 246° 1968.10, P. Couteau, Nice, France (3rd *)

.0001
.0004
0.05
0.1
80
0.05
0.05
.00006
0.92 89
.0005
0.027 59
0.]2 90
0.08 280
DJ
70
0.5 230
0.1 255
0.1
90
0.05 90
0.1
60
0.1 104
0.088 190
0.1
70
0.6 205
(LOU 0
1.02 214
0.02 172
0.1 270

5.6 0.1
11.1 8.0

OCCULTATIONS DURING THE LUNAR
ECLIPSE OF 1975 NOVEMBER 18-19

90
264

1974, j. Pearce and G. Hill, VIctoria, British Columbia
]97¢, j. Pearce and 6. Hill, Victoria, British Colwibia
1974, J. Pearce arid a. Hill , Vfctorla, British Columbia
1934 April 16, K. Kordylewski, Cracow, Poland
]974, j. pearce and G. Hill, Victoria, British CQ]ukm)ia
1974, J. Pearce and 6. Hill, Vlctorfa, British Cohnbia
}974, J. Rearce and G. Hill, Ylctorfa, British Columbf a
1971 .84, P. Couteau, Nice, France
1937 jan. 22, S. Pfotrowsk1, cracm Poland
3rd " nm I.D.S., not shown on p. 45 (Van Flandern)
1968 Nov. 9, pq. ldinlarski, Ft. Skala Observatory, Poland
1971 Oct. 12, M. Kurpinska, Ft. Skala Observatory, Poland
1929 Aug. 27, T. Banachiewicz, Cracow, Poland
1975 Sept. 'I , R. Binze7 , Atchi son, Kansas
1975 Sept. 1. Id. Morgan, Las Vegas, Nevada
7955 Nrch 31 , J. Kordylewski, Cracow, Poland
1973 April 10, M. Hlnlarski, Ft. Skala Observatory, Poland
1953 Dec. }4, R. Szafran'fec, Cracow, Poland
1940 May 15, K. Kordylewsk1. Crecw, Poland
?975 Sept. 16, G. Ferland, McOonald Observatory, Texas
3941 Oct. 28, T. Banach1ewtcz, Cracow, Poland
A.D,5. 9621, corrects error on p. 45 (Van Fhndern)
1975 Sept. 11, R. Nolthenius, Cortaro, Arizona
1975 Sept. }2, R. No1thenlus, Tucson, Arizona
1975 Sept. 13, FI. Povem1re and M, Reynolds, T1tusvt?le, Florida
1925 May 12, j. Gadomskl, Cracow, Poland

not resol¥&b1e by other means, may be
dfscovered, as was SAD 18414) during
the May eclipse.

David Id. Dunham
Durfng the eclipse, the mon wfi1 occUlt numerous faint stars in an area
Just west of ]3 Taurf and 6" south of
the Pjelades. Accurate timings of the
disappearances and reappeamnces can
be used for detafled studfes of the
Roon's size &nd shape, needed to lnµ
prove al] occu1tation and solar eclipSe predictions and analyses. As
events at the eastern and western
limbs can be observed about equUIy
mil, ec1fpse observations have an advonUgo ovor nel&deb passages for
thf$ mrk. scm ¢Jo6c binary pUn,

As totality wIll end soon after moonrise In the northeastern U. S., there
wIll be few opportunities to see qccu1tatfons of fafnt stars there. The
reappearance of 8.3-mgnltude Z.C. 528
mfght be observed as far west as Ohio
and as far south as Virginia, but only
In New England &nd Camda east of Ontario wIll NOrth Americans have a good
chance to see other events. In Newfound1gnd, Europe, Africa, and western
Ask, condlt1ons wIll be favorable for
seeing numerous faint cjccultat¶0ns,
the moon being well above the horizon
throughout totality,

Observations of occu1tatlons during
the Ny 25th eclipse were much the
easier to see, the deeper In the tmbra
they occurred (see p. 38 of the last
Issue and p. 77 of the August issue of
Sky and Teiescope). LABhtjathering
power {s important for see ng events
involvinj the fainter stars; the largest am able aperture should be used.
OccUltatlons of stars at 2e&st as
faint as wgnltude 10 can be seen fn
the core of the umbn wIth a sIx-inch
telescope, St the eclipse Is as dwk
as the Dm In my arid observing conditions 8re good.
Events can be vlemd during the prtla1 pMses of the ecilpce. but thoy
are more difficult, due to glare fmm
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the unecl'ipsed part nf the moon.
Two charts of the eclipse star field
are given. The first is a relatively
uncluttered view, showing the paths of
the center of the moon for twelve locations, but hq Star names. The second
chart identifies all of the stars
shom. The Z.C. number Is given for
Z.C. stars, and the number $5 under\fned. For example, 13 Taurf is Z.C.
531. A 3- or 4-d1gft nimber is given
for nomZ.C. SAD stars. For stars
north of declination +20°, add the
number to 75000 to obtain the SAD number, and south of +20°, add it to
93000. For "xfplc, the star 1abet1ed
"1044" near 3 36m near the top of the
chart is SAD 76044, while the one in
the upper left comer just below the
+20" line, "560". fs SAD 93560. All
Z.C. and SAD desfgnations are greater
than 400. The numbers for all other
stars, all less than 300, are the
star's number on one of the Paris Astrographic Catalog (A.C.) plates. Four
A.C. plates were used, separated by
dashed lines on the chart. The A.C.
plate designations are given in the
boxes in the corners of the chart, and
should be prefixed to the 5tar) n'mber.
For example, star "78" near 3 38m and
+20° is 19332 78, the name gSven in
the University of Texas predictions.
Its symbol shows it has a B.D. number,
which is "19" 575, according to the
non-mo b.d. cross reference list. The
plate designation is the approximate
epoch 1900 A.C. prate center. For kx"
amgie, 19332 is deci. +19°, RA. 3
32 . For reporting timings, the following nwcbers should be used. in this
order of preference: Z.C., SAD, B.D.,
am a.c. These numbers are used in the
University of Texas (or the equivalent
Indiana University) total occultation
predictions, which are enclosed for
those in the region of Y1sfbllity, except that A.C. nwbers are given for
non-SAO B.D. stars. the B.tl. nwbers
and magnitudes of these stars are given in the B.D. cross reference table.
The magnftudes given in the predictions for al] non-sm stars are photographic, which eWhasize the bluer
stars. When avaf]ab1e, the B.D. magnftudes will give a better Idea of the
vIsual brightness of the stars, but
for these fainter stars, magnitude 9.5
(never fainter) was usually assigned
by the visua7 observers of the B.D.
Observers may be able to tfme some unpredicted occu}tat1ons of reddish
stars not recorded In the A.C., and
may have much difficulty wfth some of
the faint pred5cted blue stars, but a
quick comparSson of the chart wIth the
red (approximately visual response)
Palomar Sky Survey print of the area
showed no major dfscrepancSes,
In order to use craters and mama
shown on a lunar chart to see a reappearfng star, subtract 255° froni the
predicted positfon angle to obtain the
seienograph1c latStude of the emergence point. The pattern of faint
stars fn the field of vIew can sometimes be used to locate redppebronces.
Z.C. 528 Ss the brightest star occult·d during the eclipse fn North America. Predlctfons for some cIties are
gfven In the tob1e. The events wIll
occur well Snto the umbra, just over

halfway from the center to the edge.
The reappearance will take place
shortly after the end of totality. before the lunar glare wit] become So
bright as to seriously hinder observation.
FSoon
CitY
Eh Alt.
U. T.
p.8.
CtncinnatS, OH

R

7°

23h 04Ql3 262°

mhington, DC

R

}3

23

03.0 255

New York, NY
"
"
"

D
R

5
)6

22
23

09.4 76
05.6 256

Boston, MA
"
"

D
R

8
18

22
23

11.0 74
08.2 256

Montreal, Que.
"
"

D
R

8
18

22
23

]6.4 68
12.8 265

A southern-limlt graze of 9.1-magni"
tude SAD 93540 will cross the Adfrcmdack Mountains of New YOrk (mon alt.
11°), the northwest tip of Vermont,
and northern Mnine. This occurs just
before the end of totality, but unfortunately near the edge of the umbra.
13 Tauri (magnitude 5.5) will be occulted In southeastern Brazil. but the
disappearance will occur Sr the penumbra 1.3 urtbra1 radii from the center,
muking the event d¶fficu)t to ttme accurately. Incidentally, an historically Interesting graze of 13 Taurf by a
5% sunlit moon was observed near St.
F|yac1nthe, Quebec, on 1%6 Aprf1 23.
It w$ the first tnternatlona] graze
expedition. the first one in Canada,
and the first one well-observed and
reported using a c8bje system. I timed
16 events during the graze, making it
one of the best I've observed. F st117
have a few copfes of the mfmeographed
report of the expedition, which will
be sent to anyone requesting it, until
the supply is exhausted.
6.4-Mgnitude 2.C. 517 is the brightest star occulted in the tnbra, but
only for some of the Russian Arctic
regfons. The 7th-magnltu& double star
B.D. +)9' 554 Wi17 be occulted In
South Africa south of a line passfrig
thrwgh dohannesburg (Although this fs
one of the brighter stars occulted
during the eclipse, ft Is not in the
SAD, since ft ms not fnc)uded In the
Yale Catalog, where harckto-measure
close doubles were avosded. The A.C.
posftlons agree well wSth the epoch
]950 posft1ohs of the stars listed In
the AGK2 catalog, whose plates were
taken about 30 years after the A.C.
plates. Therefore, proper motion for
the stars $5 apparently negligible.).
Most other locations wIth the man above the horfzon wIll h&ve an occultatlon of at least one Bth-mgnitude
star. The fffteenth-magnftude minor
planet 1686 Dc SItter wIll be occulted
only as seen from Kerreien island Brld
some smiler Islands n the Indian Ocean south of latitude -40".
In order to avoid the work of measurfng a Pa1omr Sky Survey plate, as w&s
done for the Mty eclipse. I ll90d the
measures of f8hlt stars published in
the Paris Astrogmph1c Catalogs. All
of the A.C. plates used were taken around 1900, so there is ebout three

times as much error in the current positions due to neglect of proper motions as if a Palomar plate had been
used. Hhile in Austin, Texas, during
mfd-August, I used Rick Abbot's plate
reduction program aM Z.C. and SAD
star positions to convert all measures
into epoch 1950 right ascensions and
declinations, canputed the University
of Texas total occultation predictions
for most observers, and produced all
of the computer plots. Due to the difference In computers, this would have
been imposslb1e, or much more difficult, to do in Cincinnati.
Most observers being sent the University of Texas (or Indiana) predictions
efther have (possIbly enclosed) a copy
of the explanation, "Univ. of Texas
Total Occultation Predictions", or are
receiving the very sImilar USNO predictions ('the dlfferemes from USNO
are explained at the end of the predictions). If you have neither, a copy
of the explanation can be obtained upon request to IOTA. 4032 N. Ashland
Ave., Chicago, XL 60613; please send a
self-addressed (and stamped, if in U.
S.) long envelope.
As explained above, the fainter stars
are identified by A.C. plate designatfons and nwbers. If there is a cocmment about the star in the A.C., a
code indicating this is between the
designation and the nwnber. "A" indicates a less-accurate position due to
an elongated (due to coma) image and
"D" indicates difficulty fn making
good
due to an overlap-

ping i7f of the star's close ccnpan-

ion. Dou e stars have a double star
code given after the star's number,
"D" indicating the primary, "E" the
secondary, and "M" slgnffying that a
mean position for a very close pair
was measured. eta about double stars
f~ the Lick Observatory IDS (including IDS magnitudes) &r'e listed in a
table.
Many of the stars were measured on two
or more of the A.C. plates. Most of
the duplicates 'were removed by estab1fshing the boundaries shown on the
chwt. However, I missed some, so you
my see s~ of these {usually not
double stars) as tm stars which disappeew at neerly the same tim and
PA. SInce these were only ire certain
parts of the charts, North Amricans
are the most affected, and Europeans
and IndfaR Ocean islanders to a lesser
extent. Stars which should be removed
are shown in the list of duplicates.
Also, due to a keypunching error, star
18328 as
242,1832j
ma . 244.
12.3,TheIs real
Incorrectly
?1ven
18328 244
s mag. 12,0. 18328 242 fs only occulted in eastern Canada, the Arctic,
&nd the northermmt parts of the Atlantic Ind of ScBndfnav1&.
»tac]ed prod1ctlons
cuttat1ons
of Le. andof skorezing
stars dcdur-

Ing the ec1$pse should already have
been canjutmd and dS$tr1buted through
the usua graze pmdlct1on channels. I
can provid0 detailed pmdlct1ons of
gram of norj-SAO stars during tho 0c1{p$e for thoso who send m & roquest
(2976 L1nmod Ave,, Apt. 2, C1M$nnatl, OH 45208, U.S.A.) ldeM1fyCng
tho stor, whether 8 northern or south-

50
cm limit is needed, and the approximate U.T. Like predictioris for submarginat grazes, these requests involve
two mailings to the U. S. Naval Observatory to get complete data, so any
requests must be sent promptly in order to take into account the mail
transit times. Nearby grazes can be identified In the predlctfons by short
occultat1ons wIth large ACC values, or
near misses, which are listed if the
moon's limb misses the star by 2' ()39
miles or 224 km at the moon's distance, which may be projected Into a
greater distance on the earth's surface). UMer .nearly grazing conditfov)s, the university of Texas pred1ctions are not very accurate, especial1y in ccnputmg the miss disUtnces
(listed under the contact angle column), which can be in error by O:S.
University of Texas (or Indiana) total
occultation predictions will be computed upon request for other locations
whose coordinates are specified, but
again requests mst be sent early, as
the computations are actually done in
Austfn, Texas, or Bloomington, lndfana
(where there is a CDC computer like
the one at the University of Texas).
Those planning to observe grazes of

Z.C. and SAD stars may especially want
predictions for locations other than
their usual sites. For non-SAO graze
requests, I will have University of
Texas predictions computed for the
point in the predicted limit closest
to the requester's station.

I gratefully acknowledge the help of
Anne Herget, who keypunched the Paris
A.C. data; p&u1 Herget end Conrad
Bardwe?1, who suppUed din accurate updated ephemeris for the minor planet
?686 Dc SItter; and NSF grant MPS 7423135 (photoelectric occult8t¶ons) for
ccWuter time at the University of
Texas. I also thank Frank Fekei am

DUPLICATES '
R~ve star since ft Is the same as
48
19324 112
50
19324 m
26r
18336 120
]16
18328 257
118 k
18328 259 d am 260 e
121
)8328 263
123
18328 265
101 M
SAD 93470 arid 93471
before most of the predfctions were cmmted.
DOUBLE STARS
B.D. Nwber

Star

Double
Desiqnatlm

Magnitudes
Primary
Secondary

Separation

P.A.

Z.C. 506

STF 399

7.9

9.4

20:2

147°

SAD 93455

ADS 2572

9.1

11.2

7.1

283

SAD 93470
SAD 93471

ADS 2584

8.9

10.3

2.5

173

D +19° 556 { =;8E

BDS }771

9.6
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A. C. Plate No.
Subscribers have my [the author's and
the publisher's] permission to repreduce this eclfpse occultation article,
tables, and charts for local use, I
hope that there will be time for some
of this to be included in overseas
publications so that the eclipse qccultatfons my be more widely observed, Please send me a copy of any
observations of the eclipse occultatlons; all successful observers who
send me reports will be 1fsted in an
article about the event in issue number 7 or 8.
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STAR FIELD FOR LUNAR ECLIPSE OF 1975 NOVEMBER 18-19. COORDINATES ARE EPOCH 1950.0
David bd. Dunham
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B=Basrah, Iraq
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CP=Cape, S. Africa
G=Greenwich, England
—
J=johannesburg, S. Africa
Mo=Montrea1, Quebec*
M=Moscow, U.S.S.R.
N=North Pole
R=Rio de Janeiro, Brazil*
SF=San Fernando, Spain
Sj=St. john's, Nf1d.
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On the chart on the preceding page, letters to
the right of the tracks "
show the locations for
which they are computed:"P1ii
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Moon's approximate
apparent disk
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preceding page
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A VERY TARDY STAR
Robert Hays, Jr. has mentioned to us a
possible large star position discrepancy, which he has also called to the
attention of the U.S.N.O. On 1975 April 19, disappearances of mag. 7.1
Z.C. 1190 and nearby mag. 8.4 Z 07912
(SAD 097334) were predicted to occur
about 37S apart &t his station. Z.C.
1190 dfsappeared right on schedule
(P.A. 79"), but Z 07912 (P.A. 157°)
was about three minutes latel
Occultations of Z 07912 are still occurring. For instance, for observers
in midwestern U.S., a well placed reappearance is predicted for October
27th. Please report timings through
the usual channels, but in addition,
your editor (see top of p.47) would
appreciate receiving notes from successful observers of this event.
Please include predicted time and position angle, and observed time. Results, including names of observers,
will appear in an early future issue.
TIMING SOLAR ECLIPSE CONTACTS
William j. Westbrooke
An eclipse of the sun is really an qccuttation of the sun. However, while
much attention is devoted to methods
of timing occultations, little or no
attention is given to methods of timing the contacts of a solar eclipse.
When such timings are made, they are
usually obtained by timing, with a
stopwatch, the first or 7ast appearance of a notch in the solar limb.
However, what is really wanted is the
moment of limb tangency, as with two
coins touching, edge to edge. The
stopwatch method can never gfve that.
An excellent method of timing eclipse
contacts was devised by Minnaert and
described by Mulders in a 1938 paper
(Pub1. Astron. Soc. Pacific 50, 267).
The method fs easy for the aateur to
use, since it only involves making
timed sequential measurements of the
distance between the cusps of the
notch fn the solar 7imb about every
thirty seconds for some fifteen minutes around the tfme of contact. Photographs can also be used.
When analyzing the results, one may
proceed fn the following way. Having
found the maximum distance between the
cusps (a17 such dfstances being chords
of the solar disk) one may divide ail
the chord length measurements by that
maximum value, and then square those
ratios. A graph of squared chord
length ratio will show the observ&tions falling along a straight line
which appears to be an average of all
the observations through the points on
the graph. The place where that line
intersects the time axis is then taken
as being the time of contact. The
method can be used by any well equipped amateur astronomer, or by any scIence museum with a coelostat display;
the coelostat at the Calffornfa Acadmy of ScIences was used fn tfmfng the
sohr eclipse of ju7y 1972. The 8ccompanytng ffgure was drawn by 8 computer, but ft shows the form of dfagram
rNUfred. The contact tfm shown fs
1rm2s2 u.t. on July 10, 1972. The

observations were made at Berkeley,
California, by eyepiece projection.
EI
_
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"stop" - not using the full area of
the diagonal - the hole being only about 1" diameter - whereas the diagonal minor axis of my old 10" f/8 was
a" wide. It was quite effective. Remove it and see the star disappear in
the glare!
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One may think of performing such an
analysis with an electronic computer.
However, those are not comonly available, and so it seems best to describe
a manual method of obtaining results,
such as that described above.
One may also think of applying the
Minnaert chord measurement method to
observations made throughout the eclipse. However, in that case, the
graph of plain squared chord length
versus time seems to form a parabola,
but is actually best fitted with at
least a fourth power polynomial in
time. The determination of contact
times from observations made throughout an eclipse was investigated by me
and was described in a paper read at
the San Diego meeting of the American
Astronomical Society.
AN ANTI-GLARE MASK
F. john Howell
Here is a trfck that my be of interest to other observers, who probably
have watched a star gradually "approach" the lunar limb, only to lose
ft in the glare, especially when the
moon fs nearly full. I discovered some
years ago that this glare is often in
6 telegoop0 tubio, and is due to the
moonlfght llluminatlng the edge of the
diagonal mirror holder, because most
ofthecone of light from the main mirror is being held outside the field of
view, and therefore, this concentrated
beam or cone of light strikes the diagonal tube (normally painted flat
black)look
holdin
just
inslethethediagonal
tube andmfrror.
see for
yourself, sometime.

T' '

iN
, \,
A1thoujh painted flat bkck, the diagonal m rror holder appears a bright
white wIth the moonlight on It, and Is
glaring right Into the eyepiece. The
end of the tube is quite brightly lit
up wIth this glare.
How can this glare be mfnlmized? I
used a pIece of flat black stiff mpor
to muk the kre. The 1ntercoptfn

mask just s&es onto two struts O?

the spider, and Is adjusted to Miow
only the 1fght from the diagonal mirror to pass. In fact, I use ft as a

The problem may not be as severe if a
small holder supports the diagonal
mirror. My holder was a piece of copper pipe about 3" long, so it had
quite a large area lit up.
PLANETARY OCCULTATIONS
Conducted by Mike Reynolds
Recent Observations
7 July 1975 - Occultation of Mercury
by a 3% sunlit waning moon. Observations of the daylight (or near daylight) occultation were widespread. In
Demark, N. P. Wieth-Knudsen observed
and timed lst, 2nd, and 4th contacts
of the total occu1tation. W. Odom and
R. Nolthenius timed 1st and 2nd contacts from Tucson, Arizona, at an extremely low moon altitude. D. Seidenschwarz, C. Sherrod, and B. Valentine
timed 1st, 2nd, and 3rd contacts (an
observation of 3rd contact only after
ft had occurred) from North Little
Rock, Arkansas. From Chicago, Illinois, R. Hays observed lst contact and
observed and timed 2nd contact with
ease. D. Dunham, Cincinnati, Ohio, attempted the occultatlon, but haze and
clouds interfered. G. Haysler and J.
Dunham, Austin, Texas, attempted the
total, with timings of the 1st and 2nd
contacts. P. Newman timed 2nd contact
from near Pleasant Valley, Texas. B.
Comsa observed the total and timed 3rd
contact. He described the occultation
as "rea71y fantastic". In Jacksonville, Florida, M. Roscoe and R.
Sweetsir attempted the occultation,
but clouds hindered their observations. J. Korintus, Palm Bay, Florida,
observed and timed Ist and 2nd contacts with his 124" reflector.
Five jacksonville, Florida observers,
L. Hef11h M· Kazmlerczak, C. Vaughn,
D. Reyno s, and M. Reynolds, attempted the partial occultation from Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida. The conditions
for the event, as Mercury and the moon
rose, were perfect, considering Florida's rainy season. Because of the difficulty of the event, the observers
split Into two groups. The spectacular
petr was followed wIth no difficulty
until about 30 minutes after sunrise,
when an Inversion layer formed (fog
layer forming due to heat and high humidity). AI) observers lost the pair,
untf1 5 minutes before the predicted
occu1totfon, when omnqe Mercury wes
found, Duo to th6 teom gplft, throo of
the ffve stotfons sew a spectecular
partial occu1tatlon of Mercury, 0$ It
disappeared behind nothlnf The moon
was never seen noar tho t m of the
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partial. In fact, Kercury was lost
right after a possible 2nd contact (It
could have been a true contact. or it
could have been due to poor visibility). This expedition complemented that
of the Sociedad Astronomica dc Mexico,
which was the first to observe a partSal occultation of the pknet Mercury
(see p. 4(1 of Issue R'S).
}836 B1rchwood Road
Jacksonvf]1e Beach, FL 32250
]976 LUNAR OCCULTATIQNS
OF MINOR PLANETS
David Id. Dunham
Ceres (mg. 7.0) will be occulted by
an 80% sunlit waxing moon around 2h
U.T. of January }3, as seen from a
wide area of Latin America. The northern limit crosses EI Salvador, Southern Honduras, passes near Guadeloupe
in the Lesser Antilles (unfortunately,
only a miss wit] occur in the Greater
Antilles), and nearly cresses the Atlantic Ocean to a poInt off northwestern Africa. The southern limit passes
near Arequipa, Peru; La Paz, Bolivia;
and north of Rio dc janeiro, Brazil.
A 98% sunlit waning moon ki11 occult
Juno (mag. 8.8) around 22 U.T. of
February 16, visible frommch of Africa and the Indlari Ocean. The northern limit passes the vicinity of the
Strait of Gibraltar (detailed caiculauons wIll be needed U) see If it Is
If) Spain, Korocco, or actually threads
the strait), northern A?ger5a, central
Tunisia, northern Libya, northern Egypt, southwestern Arabia. and the
northern Indian Ocean to the sunrise
poInt west of Sinatra. The southern
limit passes south of Liberia, enters
Africa just north of the equator, passes over southern Lake Tanganyika. the
northern up of Lake 1Nasa, central
Malagasy Rep., and goes south of Reunion and Mauritius Islands.
The approximate predictions for these
events were supp?1ed by Dr. Sfnzi of
the japanese Nrftfme Safety Agency.
Accurate total occultation predictions
can be obtained upon request to David
Dunham; 2976 Linwood Ave, Apt. 2; Cfndnmt1, OH 45208nwhlle detailed ]F+
[t predictions are ava'f1able lrm Berton Stevens (see IOTA Hews, p. 47).
MORE PUBLISHED PAPERS
ABOUT OCCULTATIONS
Compiled by
David Id. Dunham am
Wayne M. Yarren, Jr.
Reprtnts of these papers usually are
avaflab1e from the authors. Scxne authors have sent us reprfnts of thefr
articles. TMS helps cons1derab1y Sn
preparing these comp¶1atlons, and we
encourage the practice.
Chr. dc Vegt, "On the Angular DkmeUr
a TX P1$cfw from Lunar Occuit8tiond,
Astron. i Astro
h s. ciFban
34'.
457.
A rupp0&mlKe
of Eh4$
star (Z.C. 3501) from bU1nd tho 91%
sunlit
wu observed photmloctrlaily 01¶ 1973 Aug IB wIth the 60-

cm refractor of the Hamburg Observatory. An angular diameter of 0t'®9 ±
o:otn for a disk fully darkened at
the limb is determined, in agreanent
Kith a previous determination by
Lasker at Cerro To?O1O Obs. Small
deviations from the theoretical
curve are most likely due to nofse
(seeing, etc.) rather than to lunar
limb irregulartties. It Is mentioned
that occultatlons are being recorded
photoe}ectrica]7y in two colors on a
regular basis with the 1.5-m telescope of the Vienna Observatory.
j. Hers. "Four More Grazing Occultations", Mon. Not. Astron. Soc. S.
Africa 34, g;j. Report on grazes of
LG. )oF SAD 186294, SAD 162079,
and Z.C. 709 again. An important
part of this paper is the postscript
added by Mr. Hers cementing on observing techniques using tape recorders. He suggests that observers
not wait for events to occur before
making recorded ccmnents, since this
often results in blank records which
are useless. A preferable procedure
fs to make a cont5nuous record Uf
what is observed throughout the period. A description of the star's appmch to the limb, how far from the
limb It appears to be, the 1ocatfons
of brSght peaks and their appearance
is often very v.UuabZe during later
reductions. Continually comnent on
whether or not the star is YisSble;
if an event fs missed - let It pass
- but note the time when you firSt
realized that It had occurred. Do
not merely leave a bknk record. If
the star dfsappears or reappears due
to clouds - comnent on it; more Ik
portantly - note when the moon reappears fm behtM a cloud if the
star Is found to be gone. This may
lead to a fairly accurate tfme Qf
disappearance. Also, play back ail
tapes within 24 hours so that ft is
probable that taped rmarks wfli
still be recalled. After a few days
obscure details are Ukely to be
forgotten.
V. K. Kapahl, M. H. jOSM, and K. V.
G. Sarma, "Deity 0'ccu1tations of 76
Radio Sources", Astron. J. 79, 515.
Po$1tlona] and structural 1Mormatlon (many sources are double) derived Trom lunar occultatlons observed wIth the Deity radio telescope
at 327 MHZ 1$ presented, Optical
counterparts for only 16 were 1dentSf¶ed.
C. L. Morbey and J, M. Fletcher, "A
SImultaneous Two-Ch&Mc1 System for
Lunar 0ccu)tatlon Observations",
Pub). DOmln. Astroph,ys. Obs. 14, No.
TTAT61oCk diagmm of the eqiiTpmnt, and a cIrcuit md1fScatlon diagram for the Nova 1200 computer, Is
shown. Results for two double stars
are 1 n,0!'0005
0:'qoL':
as well
forasSADa dfamter
7%41 ob- of
served on ]971 May 3,
P. MurdSn, "Mu1tlcolour photometry of
an Occu1toticm of Europa by Iq",
Mon. Not. A. Astr. Soc. j7,2., 385

{19/5}, Color changos acrOSs the
dfsk of Jupiter's sataII1te II (Eu-

"pµ) h8ve been detocad b¥ slmultBMous
photometry
h UBV
ters (wIde-band)
andthrou
a 27-a
widofit-

narrow-band filter during an occultaticm of this moon by satelj1te j
(Io). The light curves show structure due to surface brightness nonuniformities across the d¶sk of Europa, and these are most pronounced
in the u1travio1et. Light curves are
shown for uniform and non-uniform
models. and brightness contour maps
are presented.
G. Swamp, Gopa1-krishna, and N. V. G.
Sarma, "0ccu]tation Observations of
the Galactic Center Region at 327
MHZ", IAU Symposium No. 60 Galactic
Radio Astronotny, edited by F. j.
Kerr and S. C. Stmonson III (D. Relde1 Publishing Co.. Dordrecht, HoTland), p. 499. Two occultations of
the galactic center region have been
observed at 327 MHZ with the Ooty
radio telescope. Observations of the
thermal sources Sgr B2, GO.9+0.1 and
G],1-0.1 have been used to estt.mate
their electron densities and temperatures. A new extended non-thermal
source about 7' south of G].1-0.1
has been found and may be a supernova remnant. A brightness contour diagram having a resolution of approximately. 25 X 6' is presented for the
background radio emission near the
sources Sgr A and Sgr B2.
T. C. Van Flandern and P, EspeNchied,
"Lunar Occultations of Beta Scorpti
in 1975 and 1976", AstroP:ts. J.
ZOO, 61. Northern and sou ern }1mIts of' occultations of this star
during the current series are shown
on two world maps. B Sco, is known
to be quadruple, and evidence for
three addftfona1 components is presented. The May 197) occu1tatio¶ of
B Sco. by JupSter and Iq raised important questfons about alt objects
involved, makfrjg the current series
especially significant. High-speed
(preferably multi-color) photoelectric photometry should yield: (i)
the mgnitude and position of B with
respect to A (very important for the
interpretation of the Jupiter occultation data), and the possible duplicity of g; (ii) the mag., color
indfces, and relative position of
the probable companion to C, to see
if' it Is dcuble or an ultravlolet
dwarf (if so, It would be the first
known); and (ill) the detection of
any other no+unknown components.
Observations 'In a graze path could
have $pDcia1 value, since data Dt a
variety of position mq)es could be
obtaind; at least two-color data
would be needed to disentangle possible effects of limb lrregu1ar1ties. The next five observable Qccu1utlons are listed below:
%
Date
,U,k sa KSqht Land Area
75 Oct
75 Nov

8 17h 17+ S. and E. Africa
5 3
3+ Marquesas Is.,
Pitcairn r.
75 Dec 29 )9
9- New Guinea, Caroline Is., Guam
Austrl. (C. York)
76 J&n 26 2 27- N. and E. Africa,
S. Arobto
76 Feb 22 7 50- E. USA, Id. Indios,
S, Ame (M. coast)
Deto110d pmdfcttons ere amilab1o
Trom the authors, U.S. Nve1 0b$Orvatory, 1Nuh1ngton, DC 20390. U.S.A.
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R. S. Wolff, X. Kestenbaum, W. Ku, and
R. Novick, "Lunar Occultation of the
Crab Nebula in Low-Energy X-Rays",
I.A.U. Cir-C. No. 2731. Preliminary
results of a low-energy (1.5 to 20
Kev) rocket observation of the lunar
occuit0tion of the Crab Nebula on
)974 Nov, 3 (at emersion, PA. 255°)
shciw this i. 1l(jX cjt' thc' f I IlX between
the wruern limb of the nebula gnd
the pulsar is contained within an
angular range of 36". \dheri combined
with the o5$ervattons on 1974 Aug.
13, the results show an elongation
of the X-ray emission along the direction of the magnetic field of the
nebula.

GRAZES OBSERVED IN 1975
REPORTED TO IOTA
David PL Dunham
An important error was recently discovered in the computer profile printing program: the VPC is incorrectly
computed for all northern-limit grazes
for latitude ]1brations between -5.0
and +5.0. The problem is worse for
values betwCen 0 and +5, where the
program Indicates that observers
should be much farther south than they
actually should be. At jcBst. thfs is
a failure on the side of safety; seeing a short tot_a,1.gccUtat1on is better than seeing no occultatlon. Pro"file plotters can correct the pmfiles
by using the XEIGKT value printed and
the guidelines described in the 1974
October notice for plotters. The graze
colMpUtors are being sent the approprfate program correction with this newsletter, sq they will soon be able to
recompute any erroneous profiles they
have distributed. Fortunately, most
dark-limb grazes this mrjth are southern-limits.
The data for nearly all graze profiles
during the past couple of years have
been computed with U.S.N.O.'S version
72C. They are now using a new lunar ephemeris version called. version 75A or
758. which can differ"'frh'7ZC'"by as
much as 0:'3 in declination. The difference will have to be studfed so
that appropriate changes can be made
to the "72C" empirical correctfons
buiit into the profile printing program and used by the manual plotters.
These will be sent to the graze ccxnputors soon; the dffference in versions
Is less than the errors In most star
posItions.
A format for keypunching graze observatlons has been established, and has
been sent to all computors and to a
few others who have access to keypunch
machines (see p. 45 of the last issue). In order to speed liP analyses of
graze observations, as many observers
as possible should keypunch their observations and send me the punched
cards, as well as the written report.
The format will be supplied Upon request to me. Also, an graze observattons made SifiCC 1970 need to be keypunched (Ronald Abileah has keypunched
most of the carrier observations in a
form which can be converted to the
present form); If you can do this for
your own and/or others' data (which
can be supplied by me for the purpose)

it would be greatly appreciated. New
report forms to make the keypunching a
little easier will be designed and
distributed within a few months. Since
the keypunch format is already nearly
identical to the current "University
of Texas" forms, the latter should be
used until your supply of them is exhausted. The new forms wIll be designed so that dbta for three stations Can
be reported On one page, to reduce
mailing and duplicating costs.
For those who have access to the appropriate catalogs, I will provide a
working example of the calculation of
a grazing 0ccu}tation shift, upon request.
IOTA has decided that graze predfctions will be provided on the same
year?y basis as Occultation Newsletter
and other services, in the Interests
of keeping memershlps up-to-date
(Le,, to avoid possible lapses arid
the need for reinstatement). Consequently, those who joined in June,
1975 2nd
winquarter
receive(Le.,
predSctlons
the
through throu
Junei h
]976, but d)1 have to renew thefr
IOTA membershlpfnorder to receive &nother year's predictions. MaW of the
computors probably wIll have computed
the graze predictions for the 2nd half
of 1976 by jartuary or February, so
some menbers my wish to renew their
memberships early in order to receive
those predictions well In advance.
jSane observers need to be renfnded
Ithat the observing condition code on
:tnc graze station report fom is a
:careful)y defined function of the
;star's vislbf11ty during the event, as
'described In a page distributed wfth
!the graze report form explanation, arid
As not just a general rating of atmosipherfc seeing or transparency. A "9"
rating Ss possible only far relatively
bright stars under the most ideal condftions, yet scne reports wIth condition code "9" have also expressed much
dffffcuity in observing the event.
Such obviously inconsistent ratings
are now being ignored.
.When r'educfng graze tapes to obtain
Accurate timings using a stopwatch.
!care must be taken not to Introduce
ddd1t1ona1 reacttcm times. First, play
through the tape. counting the seconds
(remember to count zero at the time
mark beginning the minute), to determine the Integral seconds of each event (If condltlons were poor, the ob5ervat1ona1 accurccy may not be any
better than a second, In which case,
no further work Is needed; thfs is alStar
%
mo Dy Number m Sn]
1975
7 1
7 16

0029 7,2 53?986 7.0 57+

CA Location

so usually sufficient fOr reporting
interruptions due to clouds, adjusting
telescope, etc.). Then, use a stopwatch (one with a lO-second sweep can
be read easily to high accuracy) to
determine the tenths of a second. Move
your hand with the stopwatch In rhythm
with the seconds beats many seconds
before the event to be timed, then try
to start the wotch at an exact Second.
A few seconds before the event, see ff
the stopwatch hand passes over the integer second marks exactly in time
with the seconds beats, and note any
offset, sq that a correction can be
applied later, if necessary. This comparison should be made just before arid
just after the event, since the recorder will often play back at a
s7ightly different rate than that at
which it recorded the graze. Keep the
stopwatch running, and note the tenths
of a second when the event call (or
buzz, beep, or click) occurs. Don't
stop the stopwatch at the event, since
that introduces a reaction time. In
case of more than a couple of events
in quick succession, I find it useful
always to start the stopwatch at a
particular second several seconds before the first event, and mark (preferably wIth a non-permanent felt
marking pen) the posftion of the end
of the stopwatch hand on the crystal.
using prelimfnary "firSt run" times.
The tenths of seconds of' ail events
can then be refined with the help of
these reference marks. Usually, at
7east three runs are needed, to have
coMidence in the tenths of seconds.
Take advantage of auxiliary or casual
times on the tape (e.g., the missing
29th second beat or the comion change
in tone at the 45th second with 1dklV or
\d\dVH, or even observer coments or
static before the event) to reduce the
time needed to play the tape to reach
the event. Of course, a persona) equation still needs to be used with the
tape time of the event, and OSl-accuracy is not possible if the recording
is very poor, with most seconds beats
not audibte and/or tape rate highly
variable.
The graze list is short this time, due
to the re1at¶ve?y short time since the
publication of the last issue. Since
complete details are Bot yet ava1)ab}e
for the September 13 graze, tt is not
known whether It Or the August 11
graze Is the most successful. Mr.
Cross writes concerning his expedition
in New Zealand: "After organisfng ?1
graze attempts spread over the last 12
years, we have recorded our first completgly successful graze, all others
being clouded out to some extent."
#
# C
St,q Tm, C. c,m, Orqanf zer

6N New Berlin, NI
10 12 7 g Raymond Zit
8uderlm,Q,.Austrl 1 2
15 Paul Mead

8
B
8
8

11
1815 4.8 20" 85 Christchurch,N.Z 12 68 7 6 Ronald Cross
12 Z12596 7.9 28" 7S Burlington, IL
5 28 8 20 Homer Da8oll
15
2327 6.7 61" 13S Port Lavaca, TX
I 2 8 25 Don Stockbauer
17
2614 6.2 80+· 165 Jo)]yvi11e, TX
2 13 5 6 George Haysler

g
9
9
9

10
2120 6.8
ID
2120 6.8
]1 2151% 8.3
13
2547 4.9

24" 9S San Angelo, TX
24+ 9S Milford, TX
35+ 12S Cortaro, AZ
55+ IDS Tltusville, FL

S.t. W.A b
75155-48

5N174 46
45)66 -3
35)65-31

2 21 8 15 Wade Eichhorn
45170 ISl
T 8
paul Neiman
I 3 7 ]5Richard Ndthenlus4N167 -I
IB 50
Harold Povemdrr 35171)
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STILL MORE PUBLISHED
PAPERS ABOUT OCCULTATIONS

V.

[Late developments make it
practical to include these additional reviews, which are a
continuation of the artfc1e on
pp. 54 and 55.]
J.

V.

I.. Atrtcano, C. L. Cobb, D.
Id, Dunham, D. S. Evang, F. C.
Feke1, and S. S. Yogt, "Photoelectric Measurements of
Lunar 0¢cultatSon$ VII: Further 0bservatiom} Results",
Astron. J. 80, 689. Timings
of 397 disappearances observed photoelectrica11y at McDonald Observatory with 76-cm
and Bl-cm reflectors are
listed. The list includes a
clear case of distortion of a
trace by lunar lfmb frregu1aritie$ (apparently the
first such case), twO new
stellar diameter determinations (:'OO30 ± :'OO10 for E2
Sagittarii and :'OO95 ± :'OO20
for 45 Arietis), and 36 cases, most new discoveries, Invo1vtng probable duplicity.
A. Andrianov. M, R. Fedyanin. arid G. S. Tyuterev, "The
Photoelectric Observations of
Lunar Occultations of Stars
at the Astronomical Observatory of the Tomsk University", Astron. Tsirk. No. 830,
p.6 (in Russtan). Occu1tations of stars to magnitude
6.9 are being timed to 05001
photoelectrically using a 13cm refractor.

MEASURING OBSERVER
REACTION TIME
Yfctor J.

Siabfnski

An observer's reaction t'fme can
easfly be measured to 0.01 sec
wIth an electronic stopwatch
which displays the elapsed time
contfnuous1y via 11ght-emltting
diodes. A suitable unit is the
timer incorporated in the HP-55
pocket ca3culator.
For the measurement, the "secOMS" portion of the elapsedtime dfsplay is covered by a
finger or opaque tape, so that
the observer can only see the
tens digit of the seconds display, The watch Ss started, and
the cbserver presses the button
to stop the watch when the tens
digit changes from 0 to }. The
fractfonai-secoM portSon of
the stopped display wIll show
the time since the tens dlgft
cNnged to 1, that is, the observer's reaction tfme In seconds.

R. Eshjeman, "jupiter's Atmosphere: Problems and Potential of Radio Occultation",
Science 189, 876. Temperature-pressure profiles derived from Pioneer data are mutually consistent but differ
from the results of other investiqations, apparently due
to both geometr1cs1 and equipment source errors. Nevertheless, the Qccultation
technique, when optimally Ininstrumented and carefully
interpreted, retains its potential for high accuracy and
resolution.

Z.

Klimek, "Occultations of
Stars and Planets by the Moon
Observed at the Cracow Astronomical Observatory in the
Year 1973", Acta Astronomica
24, 41}, 126 timings are reported, including JO involvIng Saturn, and the rest fnvolvfng stars, including four
photoelectric timings. A possIble new double is noted.
Several other photoelectric
timings were made in 7972,
including many PTeiades stars
in March and a reappearance
of 19 (TX) P1$cium in August.

A.

Kliore, D. L. Cain, G.
Fjeldbo, b. l. Seidel, and S.
I. RasooT, "Preliminary Results on the Atmospheres of
Id and Jupiter from the Pioneer 10 S-BaneS Occultation
Experiment", Science 183,
323. Height protf\es of the
electron density of Io's ionosphere and of jupiter's at-

The writer and another 0ccu)tation observer found their reaction times and standard deviations to be as follows:
Walter I.
vjs

Nlssen,

Jr.

526 z 503
526 t 504

[Editor: Readers &rc urged to
accept this technique only for
what ft is - an excellent way
of determining reaction times
to an electronic display - and
not to use the figures as values of persona] equation to be
applied to timing occu1tatlons
of stars. Some years ago, John
D. Phelps, Jr. and the editor
conducted sImilar meesurements,
usfng a stopwatch wIth a threesecond sweep dial, The dial was
covered with opaque tape except
for a small window. He &ttempted to stop the hand as soon as
it appeared in the window. Results agreed very closely wIth
those of Nlssen ind Siabln$k1.
Thay did not agroe wIth other
experiments, using & tw0"pon
recorder and an ortiffc1M

mospheric temperature are
shown. The electron density
measurements imply a surface
atmospheric pressure of about
1q"9 bar for io, at most
l/iOOth of the upper limit
set by photoelectric observations of the Qccultation of B
Scorplf C In 1971. FOr jupiter, the sIgnal wu 1cj%l *bout 100 km be)ow the ionOspheric peak for the planet.
A.

Kliore, G. Fjeldbo, B. L.
Seidel, T. T. Sesplaukis, D.
hi. Sweetnam, and P. M. idolceshyn, "Atmosphere of Jupiter from the Pioneer 11 SBard 0ccultatiori Experiment:
Preliminary Results", Science
}88, 474. Results from Mo'ricers 10 and I) were combined
to give 71,610 ± 6 km and
66,958 ± 4 km for the equatoria1 and polar radii, respectively (oblateness "
0.06496 ± 0.0001), at the 1mbar level, The 160-mbar level was about 130 km lower.
Measurements showed a number
of layers in a range of about
3000 km in the ionosphere,
with a topside temperature of
750° K.

R.

Zappala, E. Beckjin, K. Matthews, and G. Neugebauer,
"Angular Diameterof [RC+100}1
at 2.2, 10, and 20 microns",
Astrophys. J. 192, 109. At
2.2 µ, most of the radiation
came from this long-period
variable, but at 10 and 20 µ,
most was from an optically
thick dust region 0!'1 in diameter.

star. Reaction times are consIderably longer for events
which are harder to see, For d
dtscussion of regction times
directly applicable to occultations of stars, see the review
of the paper by Morl. on p. 41
of Vol. I, No. 5.]
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